


SYNOPSIS 
It is a performance based in contemporary circus that fuses theatre and dance together with aerial acrobatic techniques 
(multi-ropes and capillary suspension). 

Ara tells the story of a bird-woman who finds throughout her life different ways of flying. It is a sensory experience, that mixes 
female strength , flying and poetry of movement.



Circus Artist form Colombia,  professional graduate of the Colombian circus school 
"Escuela Nacional Circo Para Todos (ENCPT) 2009.


Her especiality is the aerials: rope, tissue, hoop and fix trapeze.


As student of the Colombian ENCPT circus school, she performed in DELIRIO, a 
renowned salsa show in Cali, they tourned with the show and performed in many 
international locations, including Panama, Madrid, Paris, London and even at the 
Hague in Netherlands. 


She has performed in several productions, such “UN DIA SIN FIN”, we toured to 
Bagnacavallo (Italy) and also in XII Iberoamerican Theater Festival in Bogota.  

She worked with the London production company "Micha Bergese Productions" - 
MBP.  Seven month contract in 2010 and 2013-2014 in the cruise line, P&O Australia. 


 
She performed in the beginning of 2013 for 6 months with an Italian circus FLorilegio, 
we tourned in Algeria. 


Co-founder and artist of Colectivo de  Paso, interdisciplinary arts (2014- 2015) , 
Bogota. Colombia, with the Play TRAPICHE.


She was working   with the  Turkey company Art Group Event doing her solo aerial 
rope act for the summer season in 2016.


Co-founder and artist of Entretejidos Company, interdisciplinary arts (2018- 2019) 
Spain . Play FLORESTA, doing theater and her solo multi ropes act and neck 
suspension.


Actually she is living in Madrid, Spain working in her new show ARA, where she is 
mixing theater, dance  with aerial techniques (Multiropes and hair suspension). 
This project win doing theater, dance, multiropes act and hair suspension. Winning 
project of the call for artistic residences of the Territorio Circo supported by Scimmie 
volanti, the National Dramatic center and the Circo Price  in Madrid.


She also teach rope and silks.


Website


www.ciaandrearios.com


ANDREA RIOS 

http://www.ciaandrearios.com


ARTISTIC FILE 

Company: ANDREA RIOS 

Show: ARA  

Duration: 30 minutes

Genre: Contemporary circus 

             Aerials ( multi ropes and

             hair suspension ), theatre and dance.  

Creation and interpretation: Andrea Rios 

Directed by: Andrea Rios 

Costume: Juliana Torres y Robert Novoa 

Music: Aguasala 

Audience: Show suitable for all audiences  

Distribution of the audience: Frontal , semicircular o circular 360o 



TECHNICAL INFORMATION
SPACE 

Smooth surface

Indoors Performance 

Minimum dimensions:

9 meters wide, 9 meters deep and 6 meters high 

Necessary anchor point

Sound

 

 
Street Performance 

Minimum dimensions: 

8mts x 8mts x 8mts high

Setting up:  2 hs 

Taking down: 1 hs

Own material: Self-bearing aerial structure and sound system.  
Lights: We can design the lights depending on the possibilities of the place 

Important information 

In case of having to suspend the show because of rain, if the structure is assembled: is100% of the agreed value y and if the structure is not 
assembled: 50% of the agreed value. 



CONTACT 
ANDREA RIOS 

www.ciaandrearios.com 

ciaandrearios@gmail.com 

+34684180444 


